HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAILER

A construction company was in need of a new heavy equipment trailer. The trailer they owned had been exposed over a long period of time to heavy wear and corrosion. Unfortunately, the company’s budget did not allow for new purchases. As an alternative to purchasing a new heavy equipment trailer, the company decided to refurbish their existing trailer.

The upgrades needed for refurbishment included corrosion protection, abrasion resistance and aesthetic improvement. LINE-X® was chosen for its ability to meet the requirements in all categories.

LINE-X XS-100 was pigmented yellow and used to refurbish and protect the equipment against corrosion and abrasion. For aesthetic improvement and to provide added UV stability, LINE-X XTRA was added color matched to meet exact color specifications.

LINE-X protected the trailer from corrosion, abrasion and impact that resulted from heavy daily use in a construction environment over a long period of time. LINE-X XTRA provided superior color matching and UV stability. The construction company was very pleased with the end result and that LINE-X provided them with an alternative to purchasing new equipment saving them a large sum of money.